P.O Box 163
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Tel: (867)589-8100 Fax: (867) 589-8101
E-mail: drrc_manager@gov.deline.ca

Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę Gotsę́ Nákedı (Sahtú Renewable Resources Board - SRRB)
PO Box 134, Tulít’a, NT X0E 0K0
May 20, 2016

Re: Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę Final Submission for the Public Hearing on Management of
Bluenose East Ɂekwę́
To the Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę Gotsę́ Nákedı:
In response to news of ɂekwę́ declines, the Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę (Renewable Resources Council)
decided to exercise some of its resource stewardship responsibilities as outlined in the Sahtú Dene and
Métis Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement (SDMCLCA 1993), by leading the development and
implementation of a community-driven caribou conservation plan. In November 2015, a finalized first
iteration of the plan – Belarewı́le Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę:́ Caribou for All Time was approved in principle and
signed by the heads of the three main Délı̨nę governance organizations.
The plan took a lot of work to prepare, with the help of a technical group, a Working Group, the
leadership and the broader Délı̨nę Got’ı̨nę community. The plan will be used to help us make wise
decisions, based in the knowledge of Dene ɂehtséokǝ (our grandparents). They help us remember that it
is necessary to follow ɂekwę́ ɂeɂa (caribou law) and not people’s law in our actions and planning. We
realized it was necessary to put our ideas and action on paper as a starting point for discussion about
how we can best follow ɂekwę́ ɂeɂa at this time, and so that we can share our ideas with other
communities. We hope that by having the Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę working with our community to make
changes in this way, ɂekwę́ will decide to come back.
Belarewı́le Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ is a living document. It is expected that it will continue to be revised and
updated over time. The first edition was presented at the March 1-3, 2016 Bluenose East Sahtú
Renewable Resources Board hearing in Délı̨nę, and at the April 6-8, 2016 Wek’è ezhı̀ı Renewable
Resources Board hearing in Behchokǫ̀ . Although we had limited legal advice during the early of planning,
we made the decision to prioritize putting our own vision into writing so did not request a thorough
legal review of the plan. This is truly a community-driven document, and thus breaks new ground in
ɂekwę́ conservation in the NWT and beyond. We will doubtless benefit from future discussions about
the legal implications of our plan.
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Since the first edition of the plan was drafted, the Délı̨nę Ɂekwę́ Working Group has met several times to
work on key concepts in the plan, address any questions that have been raised, and more fully develop
some of the program areas. Responses to questions from and undertakings to the Parties in the Sahtú
and Wek'èezhìı Renewable Resources Board Bluenose East hearings (appended to this final submission)
have been opportunities to develop our thinking about the plan.
A second, revised edition of the plan is now ready to be shared and form part of the evidence for the
Sahtú Renewable Resources Board to consider in their determination of appropriate management
proposals through the Bluenose East Ɂekwę́ (Barren-ground Caribou) Public Hearing.
A summary of key considerations related to final submissions by the Parties, as well as the NWT
Environment and Natural Resources proposal, is provided below, followed by a list of key additions and
changes to the second version of the plan. We have also compiled our written submissions to both the
Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę Gotsę́ Nákedı and the Wek'èezhìı Renewable Resources Board as appendices to this
document.
The Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę is requesting that the Board support Belarewı́le Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ and the system
of self-regulation, habitat protection, and development of appropriate Dene governance and knowledge
programs proposed within as the framework for caribou conservation in the Délı̨nę District. Délı̨nę
would like this opportunity to exercise its rights under the Land Claim and make decisions based in Dene
culture and concepts to determine how to maintain our relationship with ɂekwę.́

Our Plan in the Bigger Picture – Key Considerations
The Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę thanks Colville, the Fort Good Hope Renewable Resources Council (Ɂehdzo
Got’ı̨nę), and the Tulı ́t'a RRC for their final submissions, which shed light on the broader context for the
Belarewı́le Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ plan. We also thank NWT Environment and Natural Resources for positive
dialogue about how our plan can be implemented in the context of larger Bluenose East conservation
processes. We wish to point out the following key considerations in relation to these contributions:
 Délı̨nę believes that a multi-pronged and evidence-based approach to ɂekwę́ conservation is
necessary, including not only harvest management, but also vigorous measures in protection of
ɂekwę́ habitat, and renewal of Dene Ts'ı̨lı̨ - our land-based way of life.
 Through the hearing process, Délı̨nę has clarified that our plan does not advocate for a Total
Allowable Harvest, but rather forms the basis for self-regulation. Délı̨nę has chosen one of the
two conservation paths supported by the collaborative management system in the SDMCLCA.
Like other community Parties in the Sahtú Bluenose East Ɂekwę́ Hearing, we strongly believe
that self-regulation is the most effective approach to conservation. The TAH mechanism should
be a last resort if self-regulation is proven not to work.
 Délı̨nę appreciates the Tulı ́t'a RRC’s support for our plan, and their recognition that trust and
dialogue is the basis for positive harvesting and sharing relationships.
 Délı̨nę supports the Fort Good Hope RRC’s vision for self-regulation and community-driven
conservation initiatives.
 Délı̨nę recognizes that Colville has posed important issues about jurisdiction with respect to
harvesting. We are confident that through future dialogue in the Dene way, these issues will be
resolved.
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Belarewı ́le Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ Version 2 Revisions
The following is a summary of changes made in Version 2 of the Belarewı́le Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ plan, as agreed
at a meeting of the Délı̨nę Ɂekwę́ Working Group. It is expected that Version 2 will give rise to new
questions from community members as well as other user groups and decision-makers, and new
solutions for addressing the questions will need to be added. This is all part of the learning curve that is
integral to conservation planning.

New section added: Conservation Approach
 Explains some key Dene harvesting and governance concepts that underlie the plan
 Describes areas in which Dene approach conservation in a different way than other systems of
resource management

New section added: Our Plan for Action
 Revised former Workplanning section, moving detailed actions into Appendix D and describing
broader conservation goals and strategies by program area in new section of plan body

New program area details added: Ɂededáhk’ǝ́ (Habitat)
 Addressed community interest in having plan include more about ‘big picture’ issues like climate
change and habitat protection
 Added specific sites recommended for protection and actions to address climate change

Ɂekwę́ Nátsezé Ɂeɂa moved into relevant action program area from Appendix B
 Information formerly in appendix was revised and added to the relevant program area in the
plan

New Appendix A added: Délı̨nę Got'ı̨nę Community Members Participating in Belarewı ́le Gots’ę́
Ɂekwę́ Planning Process
 List of community members involved in Working Group meetings to date

New Appendix C added: RRC Responsibilities Under the Land Claim
 Contains relevant clauses from the Sahtú Dene and Métis Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement
(1993) pertaining to Renewable Resource Council responsibilities for wildlife and wildlife habitat

Délı̨nę Ɂekwę́ Code (former Appendix C) revised and moved to Appendix E
 Refined ideas around who the Harvest Code applies to and how it impacts Sahtú participants
and people from other communities

Removed Appendix D: Practicing Our Ɂekwę́ Nátsezé Ɂeɂa
 Former appendix detailing Working Group responses to ENR questions about how the Harvest
Policy would work in practice removed

More Dene language and concepts incorporated throughout plan
 Did additional language work to better understand Dene ecological concepts
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 Added many Dene words and phrases to better reflect Dene perspective

Administrative/Other
 Updated working group members with additional names since latest meetings
 Updated process sections to include hearings and recent meetings.

List of Appendices
DRRC Responses - ENR BNE Information Requests Round 2 - 16-02-27
DRRC Responses - SRRB BNE Information Requests Round 2 - 16-02-27
DRRC Responses - WRRB Information Request - 16-02-27
DRRC Final Submission for WRRB BNE Hearing 16-04-21
Délı̨nę Undertaking to Sahtu Youth Connection 16-04-29
Délı̨nę Undertakings to Colville 16-04-29
Délı̨nę Responses to SRRB Questions 16-05-04
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Submitted February 27, 2016

P.O Box 163
Deline, NT X0E 0G0
Tel: (867)589-8112 Fax: (867) 589-8101
E-mail: drrc_manager@gov.deline.ca

Responses to NWT Environment and Natural Resources Information
Requests - Belarewı́lé Gots’é Ɂekwé – Caribou for All Time Proposal
General Comments
Thank you for your interest and questions regarding Belarewı́lé Gots’ę Ɂekwé – Caribou for All
Time: A Délınę Got’ınę Plan of Action for Caribou Conservation (2015). The Délı̨nę plan is the
first of its kind in the Sahtú region, and as such, we welcome opportunities to further explore
and explain how we see the actions and ideas unfolding in the coming years. It is important to
stress that the plan is designed to be iterative, and we are fully committed to a continuation of
the working group process that shaped the plan as a means of improving it further.
At this stage of local ɂekwę̨́ conservation planning, we recognize there are gaps that still need
to be addressed; ENR’s questions will help to identify and possibly address some of those gaps.
While we have attempted to answer each question here, we acknowledge that there is still
more work to be done on resolving challenges that may arise, and further discussion is likely to
be needed. Délı̨nę has prepared this plan as a first iteration for review by Sahtú communities,
co-management partners, and other regional wildlife management authorities. We welcome
feedback, including through the hearing process, and will address inputs in the upcoming phase
of plan review and revision.
Délı̨nę also acknowledges that it was not possible to fully implement all aspects of the plan
given the compressed timeline between plan development and implementation during the
2015/16 harvest season. We recognize that a lot of advance planning is required to address not
only feedback from other parties, but also lessons learned this year that can be applied during
the next harvest season.
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Specific responses to ENR Information Requests
Information Request 1
The Deline plan is based on following Dene law, community self-regulation and the use of
traditional restorative means of supporting respect for the community caribou hunting rules.
However, the plan also indicates that, if necessary, referral to ENR will be used as a last resort.
1a) Can you please explain the relationship between the Deline Gotine Plan of Action and
territorial laws, including the Wildlife Act and Regulations.

The Délı̨nę plan is not expected to address topics related to any territorial legislation other than
the Wildlife Act, and does not aim to contradict or conflict with any laws under the Act in any
way. The Wildlife Act and Regulations do not impinge upon Aboriginal harvesting rights – these
remain operational as defined by the various land claims. The plan is by Délı̨nę Got’ı̨nę and
specifically for Délı̨nę Got’ı̨nę, working within the larger legal framework of the NWT. Both the
plan and the Act are founded upon the same principles of behaving respectfully towards
wildlife as a means of conservation. Further, because the plan is based in Dene hunting
traditions of respect, it is hoped that with successful education and communication campaigns
about the plan, non-compliance will be rare.
It is expected that the Délı̨nę plan and the NWT Wildlife Act will work in active cooperation on
issues of enforcement. If there are cases in which the enforcement process laid out in
Belarewı́lé Gots’ę Ɂekwé is exhausted and compliance is still not achieved, then enforcement
under the Wildlife Act will be another important tool.
As there has not yet been a detailed analysis of the Délı̨nę plan of action and territorial laws or
the Wildlife Act, it is possible that more work will be required on this topic in the future work
and resources to attain legal counsel may be required.
1b) How will the Deline plan work with the Wildlife Act to regulate caribou harvesting?

Both the Délı̨nę plan and the Wildlife Act rely on regulations based on harvest restrictions, and
specific hunting areas or zones. ENR will continue to set the regulations for ɂekwę̨́ harvesting in
the territory; as outlined in the preceding section, the plan will follow the Wildlife Act and
adhere to harvest restrictions established by the GNWT.
1c) What will be the role of ENR enforcement officers be under the plan?

Enforcement by ENR officers will be a stage in the restorative justice approach to enforcing the
harvesting policy laid out in the plan. At the first stage, instances of non-compliance will be
handled at the level of the individual family – for example, requesting that no more harvesting
occurs in a particular area. The second stage of the process will be a sentencing circle, relying
on elders and other figures of authority in the community to request compliance. A third stage
or instance of non-compliance would involve the ENR officer and territorial legislation.
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1d) The Caribou Code proposes a Sentencing Circle for any Participant under the Sahtu Dene and
Metis Land Claims Agreement who does not comply with the code. Please explain who would
decide to move a matter into the Sentencing Circle. How would this be conducted? Have there
been discussions with other Sahtu communities about how this would work? Has there been
agreement from other Sahtu communities? From the SRRB?

The president of the Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę, in consultation with the chief of the Délı̨nę First
Nation and the president of the Délı̨nę Land Corporation, will be responsible for matters related
to the sentencing circle until such time as a new Délı̨nę Got’ı̨nę government is in place.
To date, discussions in Délı̨nę with respect to Belarewı́lé Gots’ę Ɂekwé plan have been focused
on its applications to Délı̨nę harvesters. While there has been initial support for the plan from
other communities in the Sahtú, the Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę is looking forward to learning more about
how other Sahtú communities view the plan, and clarifying this relationship.
In regards to enforcement, it is possible that the Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę could offer a choice to
harvesters in contravention of the plan if the person is not from Délı̨nę – for example, the
harvester could perhaps choose between the sentencing circle or a referral to ENR. However,
this topic requires further exploration and is expected to arise and be discussed during the
ɂekwę̨́ hearing.
1e) What is meant by referral to ENR as a last resort? What is envisioned and how would it work?

As outlined above (see 1b and 1c), ENR enforcement will be a final step in the restorative justice
approach laid out in the plan. We foresee requesting that ENR invoke their legislation to
enforce a regulation in cases of persistent non-compliance, or in cases where the community
approach is not expected to work for some reason.

Information Request 2
Under the Deline plan, it appears that Deline harvesters do not require tags or authorizations to
harvest caribou. They are required to provide sample kits for every animal that they harvest. If
they do not provide a sample kit they still need to report their harvest.
2a) When harvesters are on the land harvesting, how will they be able to prove to an officer that
they are authorized to harvest?

For the most part, it is expected that within the Délı̨nę District, the local ENR officer will be
familiar with most of the local harvesters. This is currently the case. Nonetheless, this question
will be worked on more in the future by the Délı̨nę Ɂekwę̨́ Working Group and by the Sahtú
Secretariat Incorporated (SSI). It is possible that either a list of authorized community
harvesters may be provided to officers, and/or that authorization cards will be issued for noncommunity members. We are also looking to examples of Aboriginal authorization systems
used in other areas, such as that of the Yellowknives Dene and the Haida Nation.
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2b) How will officers be able to identify harvesters that are not authorized to harvest?

Again, it is expected that the ENR officer in the Délı̨nę District will be able to identify and
communicate with harvesters to establish harvesting authority, and work is being done to learn
about other methods for formalizing this process. In addition, Délı̨nę will aim to include harvest
information by other beneficiaries/other communities within the Délı̨nę District so that those
harvests are accounted for in the tally for the Sahtú Region. In times of conservation concern, it
is not expected that there will be high numbers of harvesters arriving from other communities/
other areas.

Information Request 3
The Deline plan indicates that only young bulls will be harvested. The most recent harvest
included a fairly large proportion of cows. How will Deline ensure that the harvest will be 100%
bulls?

Dene people believe that ɂekwę̨́ give themselves to people. However, people can plan their
harvest in a certain way and manage it in a certain way to help ɂekwę̨́. Traditionally, Délı̨nę
harvesters did most of their ɂekwę̨́ hunting during the fall season. This meant that the majority
of the harvest was yárégo (young males). It has only been in recent times that a spring hunt has
become more important, and that a higher proportion of tsı ̨́da has been taken.
There is a lot of interest in re-establishing the traditional fall hunt; there will be a strong
emphasis on an awareness-building campaign that focuses on harvest timing to achieve this. If
this campaign is successful, it is expected that in times where conservation is necessary, most of
the quota will be used during the fall hunt, leaving little to no quota for other times of the year
when yárégo and tsı ̨́da are mixed (winter months) or when tsı ̨́da are more prevalent (spring).
Education and mentorship are two main components of the Délı̨nę plan, and both are based
strongly on Dene harvesting traditions. There will be efforts to encourage, coordinate and
support programs to ensure that younger or inexperienced hunters are not shooting cows.
There will also need to be work done to better understand changing herd behaviour in order to
plan harvests appropriately.

Information Request 4
The monitoring efforts under the Deline plan rely largely on self-reporting by harvesters. Would
Deline consider adopting some of the harvest reporting methods used by other Aboriginal groups
such as the Tlicho Government? Would Deline consider using community monitors to collect
harvest information, including information on harvest location?

Traditionally, community members in Délı̨nę enjoy sharing information about their harvests,
and little harvesting goes on without others knowing about it. Délı̨nę is very much open to
learning from other Aboriginal groups and to developing practices that really work through an
iterative process of plan implementation and revision. The community monitoring program will
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require good program design and support. We support the idea that we all need the
information to make good decisions for ɂekwę̨́ conservation.

Information Request 5
The Bluenose-east herd is shared by many communities across jurisdictions. How will Deline
work with other communities in the Sahtu and communities in other regions, including Nunavut,
to ensure that overall harvest management for the herd and other actions taken to conserve this
herd are accomplished and coordinated at a herd-wide scale?

To date, Délı̨nę has been a strong advocate for user group discussions, both among Sahtú
communities and across regions. We believe there should be annual harvester gatherings to
review the status of the herd from both traditional knowledge and scientific perspectives, and
to discuss conservation planning. There was support for such gatherings in resolution about
regional meetings passed by consensus at the Sahtú leadership meeting held in Colville Lake in
April, as follows:
1.3 That the Sahtú communities assemble together regularly to share knowledge and plans
related to caribou in the Sahtú region, including celebrating our culture through traditional
stories, music, dancing and cultural exchange. Alvin Orlias/Grand Chief Frank Andrew

The Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę works closely with the SRRB, and the SRRB in turn draws upon
community inputs in contributions to the cross-regional Advisory Committee for Cooperation
on Wildlife Management (ACCWM) action-planning process for the Bluenose-East herd.
There is important work that also takes place at the community level. Délı̨nę has a longstanding, reciprocal hunting relationship with Kugluktuk for example, maintained through
meetings and shared events. We recognize that this is the start of how cooperation with other
communities begins – it is important to have a good relationship with them and to do things
together to build and maintain respect.

Information Request 6
The Sahtu Renewable Resource Board (SRRB) is the main instrument of wildlife management
under the Sahtu land claim agreement. Harvest limits set in wildlife legislation are informed by
recommendations made by the SRRB. Once a harvest limit is set, it is allocated among Sahtu
communities by the SRRB. How does the Deline plan fit within the co-management process in
place in the Sahtu region under the land claim agreement? How will differences between SRRB
direction and the Deline plan be resolved?

Délı̨nę has worked cooperatively with its co-management partners (the SRRB and ENR) to
develop Belarewı́lé Gots’ę Ɂekwe.́ The Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę is playing a lead part – exercising
its powers as mandated by the Sahtú Dene and Métis Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement1 –

1

A Renewable Resources Council shall have the following powers: (a) to allocate any Sahtu Needs Level for that
community among the participants; (b) to manage, in a manner consistent with legislation and the policies of the
Board, the local exercise of participants' harvesting rights including the methods, seasons and location of harvest; (c)
to establish or amend group trapping areas in the settlement area, subject to the approval of the Board, provided that
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and has submitted the plan for review during the Bluenose-East ɂekwę̨́ hearings. Again, we view
the current plan as an early iteration in a long-term process of a living document, and are
willing to work cooperatively with our partners to revise the plan so it’s acceptable to all
parties.
It is our understanding that the Taking Care of Caribou Management Plan provides a framework
agreed-to by all of the co-management boards with an interest in the Bluenose East, Bluenose
West and Cape Bathurst ɂekwę̨́. Under that plan, monitoring and thresholds inform status
decisions, then appropriate management actions are suggested according to status. Délı̨nę
accepts this broader framework and commits to staying within the recommended guidelines,
and harvest limits under a particular status.
The Délı̨nę plan does not contradict what is laid out in Taking Care of Caribou, but is presented
in a way that is more fitting for the Dene culture, and should be more understandable and
empowering for Délı̨nę harvesters and leaders. In this way we ultimately anticipate greater
compliance and support for both plans.

the portion of the Fort Good Hope - Colville Lake Group Trapping Area which is in the settlement area may not be
reduced in size without the consent of the designated Sahtu organizations in Fort Good Hope and Colville Lake; (d)
to exercise powers given to Renewable Resources Councils under this agreement; and (e) to advise the Board with
respect to harvesting by the participants and other matters of local concern within the jurisdiction of the Board.
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P.O Box 163
Deline, NT X0E 0G0
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Responses to Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę Gotsę̨́ Ną́ kedı Information Requests Belarewı̨́lę́ Gots’ę̨́ Ɂekwę̨́ – Caribou for All Time Proposal
February 27, 2016
The Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę thanks the Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę Gotsę̨́ Nákedı (Sahtú Renewable
Resources Board – SRRB) for the opportunity to provide further information about our
perspectives related to the Belarewı́lé Gots’é Ɂekwé – Caribou for All Time proposal. Below
please find responses to the Board’s Information Requests.

Information Request 1 - Understanding the environment in which ɂekwę̨́ live
Sahtu Dene and Metis know ɂekwę̨́ behaviour and habitat as well as other detailed knowledge,
and rules and laws governing people’s relations with ɂekwę̨́. Please explain what types of
information you would like from the scientists about the environment that might help in future
community planning.
Response
Délı̨nę is currently developing a research and monitoring program related to the newlyapproved Tsá Túé International Biosphere Reserve. A meeting to develop the strategy was held
during February 9-11, 2016 and included discussions specifically about ɂekwę̨́ research and
monitoring. The report on the strategy will be forthcoming shortly.
The Délı̨nę plan will be complemented by a research and monitoring strategy being drafted by
the Sahtú Environmental Research and Monitoring Forum. This strategy will also include an
ɂekwę̨́ research and monitoring component. A meeting of the Forum to discuss the strategy is
planned for the last week of March – and it is expected that this will be reviewed by all
interested parties, including Délı̨nę.
Délı̨nę has opposed invasive ɂekwę̨́ research and monitoring techniques, including collaring.
The Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę has supported related regional consensus resolutions, including
Resolution 2 of the Renewable Resources Council Gathering, Fort Good Hope, September 18,
1

20121, and Resolution 5 of the Sahtú leadership meeting, Colville Lake, April 23, 20152. The
community supports non-invasive research that addresses community questions.
Délı̨nę has already partnered in non-invasive ɂekwę̨́ populations research with Jean Polfus and
Micheline Manseau involving genetic research as well as traditional knowledge to understand
population distribution and relationships. The Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę is also sponsoring research
on contaminants in Dene béré (country foods), including ɂekwę̨́, as well as a human
biomonitoring to learn about any health risks of eating Dene béré.
A number of additional issues requiring further social and natural science research are
identified in Belarewı́lé Gots’é Ɂekwe,́ including:








Processes and implications of changes in ɂekwę̨́ habitat
Impacts of fire and fire management
Dı ̨́ga (wolf) and ɂekwę̨́ relationships
Food security and alternative harvesting practices
Socio-cultural implications of ɂekwę̨́ decline and conservation practices
Harvest monitoring approaches and methods
Community governance as it applies to ɂekwę̨́ conservation

Information Request 2 - Keeping the land healthy
One of the points under your section “Dene hǝ̨́ ɂekwę̨́ hǝ̨́ - What makes people and ɂekwę̨́
healthy?” is to keep the land healthy. Please explain Délı̨nę views on how the land is kept
healthy.
Response
Délı̨nę Got'ı̨nę (the people of Délı̨nę) believe that Dene nę̨́nę̨́ (our land) and all living things
must be kept healthy as a self-regulating system, just as the people must be self-regulating. This
view is reflected in the guiding vision for Belarewı́lé Gots’é Ɂekwe,́ “Dene and ɂekwę̨́ are free to
maintain their relationships through their own ɂeɂa.” This is also the vision underpinning the
new Tsá Túé International Biosphere Reserve.
Although Délı̨nę Got'ı̨nę may curtail ɂekwę̨́ harvesting for conservation purposes, it is critical
that we find ways to continue our land-based knowledge and practices, our role and
relationships as part of the ecological system. The ɂeɂa (laws or principles) and actions outlined
in the Délı̨nę plan aim to support this. Of special note are the following:
1

The SRRB and RRCs should jointly support caribou traditional knowledge and harvesting research as well as
appropriate scientific research that does not disrespect the animals or harm them in any way, benefits both the
caribou and the communities, and helps to maintain and strengthen our relationships with caribou.
2
We the undersigned oppose the use of collars for monitoring wildlife, and instead support the use of the
knowledge of the RRCs and the hunters.
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Dene béré kats’ı̨nı̨we (harvesting a wide variety of country foods)
Ɂekwę̨́ gha máhsı ts’ı̨nı̨we (ceremonial harvest), including respectful harvesting practices
Dene ts’ı̨lı̨ (Being Dene) awards, celebrating Dene land-based practices, including teaching
and sharing.

Information Request 3 - Defining ɂekwę̨́ populations
The Deline plan acknowledges the ACCWM’s Taking Care of Caribou plan which separates
caribou into three separately managed herds – Bluenose East, Bluenose West and Cape
Bathurst. The Taking Care of Caribou plan recognizes that the definition of herds is a hot topic
that needs to be resolved. Please clarify whether Délı̨nę wishes to see decisions made about
the Bluenose East and Bluenose West herds separately or as one population.
Response
Belarewı́lé Gots’é Ɂekwé acknowledges and accommodates the definition of ɂekwę̨́ populations
as defined in the Taking Care of Caribou plan and agreed to by the ACCWM. However, this does
not necessarily constitute agreement with this definition. Taking Care of Caribou recognizes the
definition of ɂekwę̨́ populations as a “hot topic” bearing further research.
The Délı̨nę Got’ı̨nęk’ǝ gokǝdǝ̨́ has one word for the kind of caribou who travel to gokw’ı (the
barren-grounds) – ɂekwę̨́ (otherwise referred to as ɂekwę̨́wá, “the real caribou). People do talk
about ɂekwę̨́ in relation to the territory that they’re travelling through at certain times, just as
they talk about people in relation to their seasonal harvesting areas. However, focused
traditional knowledge research is required on Délı̨nę Got'ı̨nę understandings of ɂekwę̨́
populations in relation to their habitat to be able to respond with confidence to this question
posed by the SRRB.

Information Request 4 – Ecotourism program
One of the objectives associated with the plan for stewardship (conservation) is an ecotourism
program to be self-sustaining by 2020. Please explain why the ecotourism program important
to your ɂekwę̨́ conservation plan? How is it linked to ɂekwę̨́ conservation?
Response
Belarewı́lé Gots’é Ɂekwé is a plan to conserve ɂekwę̨́ while maintaining and strengthening Dene
Ts’ı̨lı̨. Innovative programs are required to provide opportunities for Délı̨nę Got'ı̨nę to keep our
land-based knowledge and practices alive when the environment is changing. Ecotourism is one
of a variety of means for people to maintain our relationship with the land and to mitigate the
economic impacts of reduced access to Dene béré. Moreover, a vital ecotourism program can
be a basis for protection of the migration corridors that are necessary for ɂekwę̨́ survival and
self-regulation.
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Information Request 5 - Working together
Your proposal mentions that the allocation of regional ɂekwę̨́ harvesting quotas is causing
competition among regions, communities and families. What do you think could happen that
would address this problem?
Response
One of the ɂeɂa described in Belarewı́lé Gots’é Ɂekwé is areyǫnę̨́ ełóot’ı̨nę ats’ı̨t’e (we are all
one family). Building strong co-management relationships with our neighbours is critical for
successful ɂekwę̨́ conservation. This requires strong community and regional governance. Local
harvesting committees such as Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę must have proper support in order to have the
capacity to exercise its mandate in the co-management system. The Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę has
also supported annual regional and cross-regional user group gatherings to share knowledge
and experiences build consensus on caribou knowledge and conservation approaches3. The
Ɂekwé ghǫ Łǝ́nats’edǝ́ - Gathering for the Caribou sponsored by the SRRB and hosted by Délı̨nę
on January 27-29, 2015 was a good starting point for this kind of discussion.

Information Request 6 – Reviewing and revising the plan
Your proposal points out that it’s helpful in planning: “to change the process when it needs
changing.” The proposal also notes that “it’s important to review the plan often to see what’s
working, what’s not working, how we are progressing on our objectives, and plan our next
steps.” How will Délı̨nę Got'ı̨nę know when the plan needs changing? What is the process for
making changes?
Response
Belarewı́lé Gots’é Ɂekwé envisions regular review and revision as part of the planning cycle. The
plan has often been referred to as an iterative or “living document” that is responsive to the
need for changes. Changes will be required when difficulties are identified in achieving plan
objectives or tasks; when the context for the objectives changes, requiring an adjustment of the
objectives; or when milestones are achieved, allowing for the identification of new objectives.
Délı̨nę has already undertaken a six month review of the plan in January (the planning process
began in July), and already a number of issues have been identified that will necessitate
improvements in the plan. The review has involved a meeting of the Ɂekwę̨́ Working Group to
scope issues and possible solutions; a door-to-door campaign and presentations at the school
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Per the Sahtú leadership resolution 1.3 that the Sahtú communities assemble together regularly to share
knowledge and plans related to caribou in the Sahtú region, including celebrating our culture through traditional
stories, music, dancing and cultural exchange (Colville Lake, April 23, 2016).
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and adult learning centre, polling community members about the plan; and a harvesters
meeting to review issues and recommendations of the Working Group.
The Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę acknowledges that while the starting point for this process is within
the community, review of plan implementation and identification of changes needed must take
place at different scales – including regional and cross-regional forums. For example, there will
need to be regular dialogue with user groups (per IR 5), the SRRB, the Sahtú Secretariat Inc. and
NWT Environment and Natural Resources (ENR) to reflect on the effectiveness of the plan from
a larger perspective, given the large distances that encompass ɂekwę̨́ goɂededáhk’ǝ̨́ (habitat).
The 2016 Bluenose East ɂekwę̨́ hearing is an opportunity for such a feedback process that can
support positive changes to the plan driven from within the community. Questions posed by
ENR and the SRRB about the plan have already exposed gaps and areas requiring more detailed
planning.
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Responses to Wek’è ezhı̀ı Renewable Resources Board Information
Requests - Belarewı́lé Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ – Caribou for All Time Proposal
February 27, 2016

The Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę thanks the Wek’èezhìı Renewable Resources Board (WRRB) for the
opportunity to provide further information about our perspective related to the Belarewı́lé
Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ – Caribou for All Time proposal. Below please find our response to the Board’s
Information Request.

Information Request 10

The new Wildlife Act for the Northwest Territories came into force in November 2014. There
are a number of actions and approaches for the purpose of ensuring compliance for caribou
harvest.
What role has your organization played in the compliance and public education programs run
by ENR for the Bluenose-East caribou herd?
Response

The primary emphasis for Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę collaboration with NWT Environment and
Natural Resources (ENR) as a co-management partner during this first season of
implementation of the Belarewı́lé Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ plan (winter 2015-2016) has been not so much
on Délı̨nę participation ENR compliance and public education programs, but the reverse –
Délı̨nę has invited ENR to participate in its plan implementation activities.
Belarewı́lé Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ plan combines research, monitoring, training, public education and
communication in a single program area entitled Dene Náowerǝ́ (Dene knowledge). In this first
year of implementation, this was the primary focus of community efforts, with a minimal
objective of achieving public awareness and consensus about the plan, and agreement to
accept the community decision to end the hunt when the limit of 150 had been reached.
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The issue of compliance is addressed under the rubric of the Nátsezé (harvesting) program
area, and in the Délı̨nę Ɂekwę́ Code. Activities specific to compliance have not been undertaken
by the community at this early phase, although there has been preliminary discussion about the
need for future implementation of on-the-land monitoring, a buddy system for younger
hunters, and the three step community plan to address non-compliance outlined in the Code.
For more details, see our response to ENR Information Requests, posted on the Public Registry
at www.srrb.nt.ca.
This first round of collaborative implementation with ENR has been remarkably successful, with
some weak areas that we feel have strong potential to be successful in the 2016-2017 harvest
season, with advance planning, coordination, training and funding support. It should be noted
that ENR has provided invaluable assistance in documenting our collaborative activities. The
following is a table listing and assessing four key activities that ENR was invited to participate in:
Dé lı̨nę Collaborative Activities with ENR
Activity
Description
1. Ɂekwę́ Working Délı̨nę was supported by the NWT Species At Risk Stewardship Program
Group
to initiate ɂekwę́ conservation planning. The initial planning work was
done in July 2015, and ENR was invited to participate in early
November, just prior to and including the public meeting at which the
plan was presented and approved. Since that time, the Sahtú Region
Manager of Wildlife for ENR has been a regular participant in Working
Group processes, and Délı̨nę has requested that the local ENR officer
become more involved. ENR played a valuable role in posing questions
to Working Group members that led to formulation of community
responses, thereby adding more detail about procedures for plan
implementation.
2. Health sample
Délı̨nę strongly supported the use of health sample kits as a way to
program
strengthen the knowledge base for ɂekwę́ conservation. However, this
program was not a success. In our view the problem was lack of
advance planning and adequate training and coordination. The Délı̨nę
Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę has hopes that with a major planning effort over the
coming months and a campaign prior to the 2016-2017 harvest season
including training, awareness-building and incentives, this program will
be more successful on the second round, with an objective of achieving
as close to a 100% return rate on harvested ɂekwę́ as possible.
3. Harvest
Délı̨nę established a monthly routine starting in early January 2016 of
monitoring and meeting with ENR and the Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę Gotsę́ Nákedı (Sahtú
management
Renewable Resources Board – SRRB) to review harvest practices and
numbers and plan any actions to be taken. The meetings each led to
consensus among the three parties about the status of the harvest,
improvements in monitoring methods, and significant decisions taken
by the Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę and Working Group regarding harvest
2

Activity

4. Public
awareness

Description
management measures. The January meeting identified that the
harvesting threshold had been reached as defined in the plan of 100
yárégo (young males) and no tsı ́da (females) – triggering a public
meeting to discuss ending the harvest that ENR participated in. The
February meeting identified that the harvest limit of 150 had been
reached, with ENR involvement.
Délı̨nę also envisioned a harvest and ɂekwę́ monitoring program on the
land in collaboration with ENR - including locating kill sights, collecting
hides and fecal samples for genetic analysis. But by the time the
Belarewı́lé Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ plan was approved it was to late to plan,
secure funding, hire monitors and coordinate training to fulfill this
objective. The hope is that with advance planning a successful program
can be undertaken in 2016-2018.
ENR was invited to assist in distribution of community brochures
regarding the Belarewı́lé Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ plan and the community
decision to end the harvest, as well as the effort to put up signs on the
winter road. We have not yet received a report on this initiative from
ENR (ideally in the future Délı̨nę community members will participate,
so reporting including feedback on the effectiveness of communication
materials can be jointly provided to the Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę).

ENR did invite Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę to participate in their compliance patrols on February 9
and there was interest in participating, however this was not possible due to lack of advance
planning and capacity support.
There are a number of additional ENR compliance and public education activities that the
Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę believes could greatly benefit from a more collaborative approach in the
future, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

School education program
Development of communication materials (with the inclusion of culturally appropriate
messages and Dene terminology, and drawing from the Belarewı́lé Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ plan).
Sight your rifle and hunter education activities.
Caribou
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April 21, 2016
Grant Pryznyk
Chairperson
Wek’è ezhı̀ı Renewable Resources Board
PO BOX 67 Wekweeti NT X0E 1W0
Re: Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę (Renewable Resources Council) Final Written Submission for Wek’è ezhıı̀
Renewable Resources Board Public Hearing on Bluenose East Caribou Herd Management Proposal
2016-19
The Délı̨nę Ɂehdzo Got’ı̨nę (Délı̨nę Renewable Resources Council, DRRC) appreciates the opportunity to
participate in this process, and to present own management proposal for the Bluenose East caribou,
́ Gots’ę́ Ɂekwę́ - Caribou for All Time: A Délı̨nę Got’ı̨nę Plan of Action.
Belarewıle
We have reviewed the “Government of the Northwest Territories and Tłı̨chǫ Government Joint Proposal
on Caribou Management Actions for the Bluenose East Herd: 2016-2019” (“the Proposal”), and related
materials posted on the Public Registry of the Wek’è ezhı̀ı Renewable Resources Board (WRRB). The
DRRC will not be commenting on any specific aspects of the Joint Proposal, but would like to respectfully
submit our Final Written Arguments regarding the role of the Délı̨nę Plan of Action as part of the
broader management context for this herd.
Our objective in presenting at the WRRB hearing was to be able to share with our relatives and
neighbours in the Tłı̨chǫ Region what we have learned in our first year of planning and implementation.
We wanted to demonstrate how a community-driven conservation plan like Délı̨nę’s can fit into the
larger picture of cross-regional and cross-cultural caribou stewardship. The Plan is an effort to document
and renew the conservation approach of our grandparents. We have a long common history and shared
landscape with the Tłı̨chǫ people, and implementing and developing our Plan moving forward will
require renewing and maintaining our relationships with them.
The Délı̨nę community leadership organisations decided to establish a Working Group of knowledgeable
elders, current harvesters and youth to develop the Délı̨nę Plan in order to achieve recognition of and
support for our approach to caribou conservation by our co-management partners. In undertaking this
we drew upon successful experiences in indigenous community conservation initiatives elsewhere in
Canada and in Australia. But the Délı̨nę Plan is an expression of Dene Tsı̨lı̨ (who we are as Dene), and
represents one avenue among the diverse approaches that are needed for caribou conservation.
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We are thankful to our community for their strong support and commitment in its first year, and to the
Sahtú and Wek’è ezhı̀ı Renewable Resources Boards as well as ENR for their consideration. We look
forward to continuing dialogue within and beyond the Sahtú. We still have a lot to learn from our own
experience and from others, and therefore consider the Plan to be a living document that will evolve
and grow stronger over time.
Délı̨nę looks forward to supporting and cooperating with the Tłı̨chǫ people and leadership, no matter
what path they choose for their territory, as we all have a shared goal of ensuring that there are Caribou
for All Time.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Walter Bezha, 867-589-8100 ext. 1004,
or dlc_lands@gov.deline.ca.
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